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How often do we hear the sound, or feel thhe vibrations of a mobile device
demanding our attention?? Breaking new
ws, emails, trafffic, and game
updates—alerts both trivial and critical are brought
b
to us byy beeps, bars of
music, and buzzes.
b
Although the medium maay be new, the need to comm
municate across
0:1–10 directs the making and ussage of a pair of
distances is not. Numbers 10
silver trump
pets—not musical instruments, but sirens, calling Israelites to
assemble, innstructing them to travel in form
mation, alerting them to enemy
attack and to
t holidays and saacrificial rites.
An obvious difference betw
ween the blare off the trumpet annd the ping of a
cell phone is that the latterr is individualized
d and the formeer is communal.
We receive our own texts annd alter our app settings to choo
ose when we are
to be bothered; the trumpetts of the Torah were
w the same for everyone.
t US, emergenncy alerts are no
ow sent to everyy smartphone in
Except: in the
the relevantt geographic area all at once. Annd, during the Gaza war in 2014,
the app דום
“( צבע אדRed Alert”)
A
was installed by hundreds of thousands of
Israelis to innform them of imminent rockett attacks, even when
w
out of the
range of heearing for the traaditional sirens. At
A the encourag
gement of a US
congressmaan, an English verrsion of the app was also created, which served a
political purrpose, but also bridged
b
another gap
g between ourr world and that
of the Biblee: despite the thhousands of miles now separating Jews of the
Diaspora from those in Israael, the ubiquito
ous mobile notiffication became
one tiny wayy to keep us connected.
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An All-Too-Easy
A
Transgressio
on
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The co
oncluding episodee of this week’s paarashah is one of the most well-knnown and
intriguiing stories in the Torah, that of M
Miriam and Aaron publicly maligning Moses
and thee consequences thhereof. The basic eelements of the naarrative (Num. 12:1–16) are
these: Miriam and Aaron speak out againnst Moses regarding the Cushite woman he
has maarried, and complain that he is no
ot the only propheet in the family: God has
spokenn through the two
o of them, as well. God hears all of
o this. The story interjects
i
that Moses
M
is the humb
blest man on thee face of the eartth. All of a sudden, God
summo
ons the three siblinngs to the Tent off Meeting, descends to the entry of the Tent
in a clo
oud, and calls outt Miriam and Aarron. God chastisees them and informs them
that, thhough they may have been given thhe gift of prophecyy, they are not in the
t same
class as
a Moses. Moses’ss relationship withh God is unique, his communication more
intimatte, and his prophhecy of a differennt order than thatt of all other pro
ophets—a
superio
or order.
After berating them, God
G is still angry,, and when the cloud representinng God’s
presence withdraws from
m the Tent, Miriam
m is left afflicted with
w tzara’at, her skin turned
white and
a flaking off. Reecognizing the sevverity of her condiition, Aaron ackno
owledges
the graave wrong he and
d Miriam committted against Mosees and begs his brrother to
interceede on Miriam’s behalf.
b
Moses uttters the famous prayer
p
“El na, refaa na lah,”
“Pleasee, God; please heeal her!” God ordeers that she be puublicly disgraced by being
banisheed from the cam
mp for seven dayys, after which shhe is readmitted and the
Israelites decamp for thee wilderness of Parran.
s
raises quesstions on many levels, questionns that have faascinated
The story
commeentators for gennerations. What was the nature of Miriam and Aaron’s
complaaint, and what werre the family dynam
mics underlying it?? Was this simply a case of
sibling rivalry? Why did God single out M
Miriam, and not Aaaron, for punishm
ment? Did
Miriam
m—the older sisterr, who had not o
only helped save Moses’s life whenn he was
placed in the basket on the river, but had
d helped him mainntain his connection to his
or his mother to nurse him afterr Pharaoh’s daughhter had
peoplee by arranging fo
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adopted him, and had helped Moses lead the Israelites out of Egypt—feel she
should have had a say in Moses’s choice of a wife? Was it perhaps because Moses
had become the singular prophet, the supreme leader? Did Miriam feel she and
Aaron were being tossed aside now that their help was no longer needed?
What about Zipporah, the Cushite wife? Was she the problem? Was there
something about her that aroused Miriam’s disfavor? Was it her beauty, her
blackness, her foreignness, her other-ness? All these have been invoked by Bible
commentators. Or was she merely a vehicle for the criticism and belittling of
Moses?
We are told that Moses was the humblest man in the world, but what was the
nature of that humility? Some translate anav as “meek” rather than “humble,” and
some commentators explain that on account of Moses’s meekness, God had to
intervene on his behalf because he was unable to do so for himself. Some take the
opposite tack and explain that Moses was so sure of his value, his abilities, and his
stature that he had no need to respond to the attacks leveled against him, that
doing so would be beneath him.
Some explain that God called Miriam and Aaron out of the Tent of Meeting
before chastising them so that their degradation would be public. This public
shaming was, according to some, particularly appropriate because an important
element of their transgression was that their complaint was made behind Moses’s
back; they did not have the courage to face him with their criticism.
When Miriam is stricken with the skin malady that makes her look like death itself,
why does Moses intercede with God on her behalf? Is he ambivalent, or does he
believe she is getting what she deserves? Does sibling feeling trump justice, or
does he need her with him to continue the journey? Finally, Miriam suffers the
humiliation of ostracism from the community, which must await her return to its
midst before continuing its journey.
This story has inspired numerous midrashim and commentaries exploring the
narrative elements within its boundaries. And yet, as I read the story today, I have
found it impossible not to reflect on the current political season in the United
States and, more broadly, on the state of interpersonal communication in our
society as a whole. The lack of civility and the vulgarity in our political discourse
has been both shocking and, in some instances, truly frightening. We are
witnessing a political campaign of the battling tweets. To be sure, ad hominem
attacks, negative campaign ads, and smear tactics are not new, but avenues of
electronic communication like Twitter and comments sections have brought them
to a whole new level. Users can post anonymously and never have to face those
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about whom they are writing. They can instantaneously reach thousands or even
millions of people.
It is not only our political discourse which has suffered. Online bullying has become
a serious problem, especially among adolescents. It is so easy to do. It is so easy to
be anonymous. It is so easy to gang up on those who are vulnerable and unable to
defend themselves. There are so few repercussions. We hear all too often about
young people driven to suicide by this bullying. We must ask how many of them
would have acted as they did if they had had to face their victim directly and see
firsthand the suffering they caused. Remember, our Sages have told us that the
reason God became so angry at Miriam and Aaron was that they spoke out against
Moses behind his back.
Even electronic communication that is more benign has negative potential. Who of
us has not sent an email we wish we could retract? We have become so used to
instantaneous communication that we do not take the time to reflect before hitting
the Send button. The word friend has become a verb and connotes an entirely
different kind of relationship than the noun used to. And our thoughts are measured
by the number of characters into which they can be put rather than the character
they reflect.
Lest you think I am some kind of Luddite, I will readily admit that social media and
newer methods of communication have much to offer. But we should remember
that it comes with risks and it comes at a price. We risk inflicting pain, intentionally
or unintentionally, and we risk making mistakes that cannot be undone. We pay a
price in empathy and intimacy, the kind that comes from truly seeing the tzelem
Elohim, the image of God, in our fellow human being.
Our Sages paid close attention to this story of Miriam, Aaron, and Moses and
found in it a warning about lashon hara (“malicious speech”) and motzi shem ra
(“slander”). They recognized that the potential damage to the individual and the
body politic had to be dealt with by at least temporary social ostracism. This is not a
story about evil people; Miriam and Aaron are heroic figures. But even heroes can
give in to this all-too-easy transgression. How much more so for the rest of us?
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